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Get Back The Life That Pain Has Taken Away
On March 5, 2015 come join us at the Control Your Pain event.
Refreshments will be served and all your family, care providers and
friends are welcome to attend.

Schedule an
Appointment!
To schedule an appointment
please call 770-421-1420

Get Connected

Download the
new NSO App!
IntrepidNOW Interviews Dr. Weil
Earlier this month, Dr. Weil was
interviewed by podcast IntrepidNOW
Healthcare and discussed the different
options available to low back pain.
Click here to listen to the podcast

Available for FREE download by
clicking the link above or
searching for Non-Surgical
Orthopaedics, P.C. in your
iTunes app store. Our app is
only compatible with
Apple™ devices.

Can Physical Therapy Help Get Rid Of Your
Pain?
Physical therapy, also known as physiotherapy,
is the treatment of injury, disease or deformity
through physical methods like hot and cold
therapy, massage, and stretching and
strengthening exercises. If you are suffering
from a disorder that makes movement difficult, physical therapy is
an ideal treatment to help increase movement and restore your
physical function and fitness.
+ Click here to continue to full blog post

Why Non-Surgical Treatments Are The Best
Option For Chronic Back Pain
Around the world there are back surgeries being
done on patients who are suffering from chronic
pain. Although in some instances surgery is the
right answer, in most cases a patient is able to
control their pain without surgery. Remember
that any surgery comes with an increased risk
of complications, and the more complex and
difficult the surgery, the more risky. Some
complications include stiffness, increased pain and accidental
nerve injury.
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+ Click here to continue to full blog post

Diagnostic Treatment Options For Evaluating
Low Back Pain
Back pain is one of the most common reasons
that people visit their doctors. The back is
made up of so many nerves, tissues, muscles,
joints and bones, that it is important to
properly monitor function and find solutions for
pain. There are several diagnostic tests that
can be preformed to help diagnose back pain.

Arnold J. Weil, MD
Anthony R. Grasso, MD
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+ Click here to continue to full blog post

Headache Triggers To Avoid
If you are one of the many people who suffer
from chronic headaches, you know that there
are many different triggers that can set you
off. The first step in preventing migraines is to
know what the most common triggers are so
that you can begin to avoid and eliminate them.

Nicole Forsythe, M.D.

Yolanda Scott, M.D.
+ Click here to continue to full blog post

Visit us at our office in Canton, Georgia.
Call 770-421-1420 for an appointment!

Join our Mailing List!
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